Northern Territory Law Journal

Submission guidelines

1. The Northern Territory Law Journal is a refereed law journal with an editorial board of eminent jurists and academics, with the Hon Michael Kirby AC CMG as its Patron.

2. The journal publishes articles, commentary, case notes, legislation notes and practice notes which are of relevance to practice in the Northern Territory. Letters to the editor will also be considered for publication.

3. Articles should be of appropriate academic quality to be published in a refereed law journal.

4. Submissions of all lengths will be considered but preference is given to those falling within the following categories:
   - case notes, legislation notes and practice notes of up to 2,000 words (which will not be refereed);
   - commentary etc of 2,000 to 5,000 words (which will not be refereed);
   - articles of 3,000 to 5,000 words (which will be refereed).

   Articles of longer than 5,000 words will be considered but may be published over more than one edition of the journal.

   The publisher will format and edit all material accepted for publication according to house style, which closely follows the Australian Guide to Legal Citation (AGLC). Please note the following important points and exceptions.

   - Levels of headings must be clearly indicated (no more than four levels). No italics should be used in headings and no footnotes should be attached to headings or tables.
   - Ideally, full case citations should be set out in footnotes rather than the body of the text.
   - In footnotes do not use ibid or op cit. Repeat author surname and add footnote reference to first mention.

   4 Trindade and Smith, n 3, 358-359.

5. Submissions should be emailed in Word format to the Executive Editor, Cameron Ford at cseford@hotmail.com and to the journal mailbox at LTA.ntlj@thomsonreuters.com.

6. If you wish to republish the Thomson Reuters edited version of your article please email LTA.ntlj@thomsonreuters.com with your request.